Abstract-In this paper we propose a new heavy-tailed distribution ---Gaussian-Chain (GC) distribution, which is inspirited by the hierarchical structures prevailing in social organizations. We determine the mean, variance and kurtosis of the Gaussian-Chain distribution to show its heavy-tailed property, and compute the tail distribution table to give specific numbers showing how heavy is the heavy-tails. To filter out the heavy-tailed noise, we construct two filters ---2 nd and 3 rd -order GC filters ---based on the maximum likelihood principle. Simulation results show that the GC filters perform much better than the benchmark least-squares algorithm when the noise is heavy-tail distributed. Using the GC filters, we propose a trading strategy, named Ride-the-Mood, to follow the "mood" of the market by detecting the actions of the big buyers and the big sellers in the market based on the noisy, heavy-tailed price data. the particular empirical data sets very well, it is far less clear what are the mechanisms behind the data that generate these heavy-tailed distributions [24] . For example, it was suggested that asset returns are self-similar in different time scales ([18], [19] ) which results in the stable L vy distribution, but careful examination of more real data showed that asset returns are in general not scale invariant ([6], [10] ). Since asset prices are determined by human actions (buying and selling), it is important to explore what kind of human actions or social structures generate the heavy-tailed return distributions. In this paper, we propose a new type of distribution ---Gaussian-Chain (GC) distribution, which tries to model the hierarchical structures that are prevalent in social organizations. We will prove that the Gaussian-Chain distributions are heavy-tailed, indicating that hierarchical structuring is one mechanism for generating the heavy-tailed distributions.
I. INTRODUCTION
A basic stylized fact about asset returns is their heavy-tailed distribution ( [18] , [7] ), i.e. large returns (positive or negative) are much more frequent than predicted by the Gaussian distribution. Many distribution functions have been proposed in the literature to model the heavy-tailed distributions, such as stable L vy distribution [18] , lognormal-normal distribution [8] , Student distribution [5] , hyperbolic distribution [11] , normal inverse Gaussian distribution [4] , discrete mixture of normal distributions [14] , stretched exponential distribution [15] , exponentially truncated stable distribution [10] , and several others. Although these distribution functions could fit Li-Xin Wang is with the Department of Automation Science and Technology, Xian Jiaotong University, Xian, P.R. China (e-mail: lxwang@mail.xjtu.edu.cn).
the particular empirical data sets very well, it is far less clear what are the mechanisms behind the data that generate these heavy-tailed distributions [24] . For example, it was suggested that asset returns are self-similar in different time scales ([18] , [19] ) which results in the stable L vy distribution, but careful examination of more real data showed that asset returns are in general not scale invariant ( [6] , [10] ). Since asset prices are determined by human actions (buying and selling), it is important to explore what kind of human actions or social structures generate the heavy-tailed return distributions. In this paper, we propose a new type of distribution ---Gaussian-Chain (GC) distribution, which tries to model the hierarchical structures that are prevalent in social organizations. We will prove that the Gaussian-Chain distributions are heavy-tailed, indicating that hierarchical structuring is one mechanism for generating the heavy-tailed distributions.
The Gaussian distribution is suitable for the cases where a large number of independent elements are added together, but if the agents are connected sequentially in a hierarchical fashion, what type of distribution will emerge? Consider the schematic example illustrated in Fig. 1 . The CEO of a company needs an estimate of the price of a key material next year in order to make a production plan, and he decides to draw the estimate from the Gaussian distribution:
, where is the price of the material this year, is the price next year, and is Gaussian distribution with mean and standard deviation . But the problem of the CEO is that he does not know how to determine the parameter that quantifies the uncertainty of his estimate, so he calls in his Head of Research and asks him to provide the value of . The Head of Research also uses the favorite Gaussian distribution to characterize the uncertainty parameter: , but his problem is again not knowing how to determine the parameter that quantifies the uncertainty, so he passes the difficult to his Senior Researcher who, in the same spirit, uses the Gaussian model:
, It is obvious that the structure schematized in Fig. 1 is very common in real life, therefore it is important to model the situation mathematically so that we can understand the situation more precisely and study the problems in details. We will define Gaussian-Chain distribution to model the situation in Fig. 1 and prove some basic properties of the Gaussian-Chain distribution to get some insights for the structures in Fig. 1 . For example, we will prove that the mean, the standard deviation and the kurtosis of the CEO's estimates are , and (which is much larger than the Gaussian kurtosis zero), respectively, i.e. the distribution of the CEO's estimates is very heavy-tailed. Consequently, although each individual in Fig. 1 uses a Gaussian model, their hierarchical connection results in a distribution that is much more heavy-tailed than the Gaussian distribution.
In order to extract useful information from the noisy price data, we need to filter out the noise that is heavy-tail distributed. The conventional least-squares algorithms are very sensitive to heavy-tailed disturbances [22] , it is therefore important to construct filters that take the heavy-tailed distribution explicitly into consideration. We will develop two maximum likelihood type of filters for noises with Gaussian-Chain distributions, and show through simulations that these Gaussian-Chain filters are much better than the ordinary least-squares algorithm (which is optimal in the Gaussian framework) when the noises are heavy-tail distributed. We will use the Gaussian-Chain filters to extract useful information from real stock prices to detect the presence of big buyers and big sellers in the market. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we will define the Gaussian-Chain distributions and prove their basic properties. In Sections III and IV, we will derive two filters ---2 nd and 3 rd order Gaussian-Chain filters ---to filter out noises that are modeled as 2 nd and 3 rd order Gaussian-Chain distributions, respectively. In Section V, we will propose a model for big buyers and big sellers in stock market and use the Gaussian-Chain filters to estimate the parameters in the model; based on these parameter estimates we will develop a trading strategy (named Ride-the-Mood) and test it for some Hong Kong stocks. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. THE GAUSSIAN-CHAIN DISTRIBUTION
First, we define Gaussian-Chain random variable as follows. From (8), (9) and (12) we see that the mean and the standard deviation of the q'th-order Gaussian-Chain are equal to and , respectively, which are independent of order q of the Gaussian-Chain, but the kurtosis of equals which increases exponentially with order q and is independent of the parameters and ; that is, the Gaussian-Chain (q>1) and the Gaussian random variable have the same mean and variance, but the Gaussian-Chain kurtosis is much larger the Gaussian kurtosis , meaning that the Gaussian-Chain has a heavy-tailed distribution. Fig. 2 plots the distribution functions of the standard Gaussian-Chain :
for q=1 (standard Gaussian), 5, 10 and 20 in the log-log scale, and Table 1 gives the values of from q=1 to q=20 for x=1,2,…,9 (one to nine times of the standard deviation), which were obtained through Monte-Carlo simulations of N=7,500,000 samples. From Fig. 1 we see that the tails of the distributions of are getting flatter and flatter as q increases, verifying the heavy-tailed property of the Gaussian-Chain distributions, and the numbers in Table 1 show exactly how heavy the tails of the Gaussian-Chains are. Similar to the relationship between Gaussian and standard Gaussian random variables, the following lemma shows that a Gaussian-Chain random variable can be easily converted to a standard Gaussian-Chain variable. distribution. We assume that is given (representing our model of the traders; a detailed model will be proposed in Section 5) and for any and , if and if (meaning that the traders are "orthogonal" to each other; non-orthogonal traders can be made orthogonal through the standard Gram-Schmidt scheme [28] ). Our task is to estimate the parameter vector based on the information set up to the current time t. In this section we consider the q=2 case. The following algorithm gives the maximum likelihood solution to the problem. Deviation of the 2 nd -order Gaussian-Chain Filter: Substituting into the joint density function of , we get which is the integration of the t-dimensional function over . The traditional maximum likelihood approach is to find the parameters and such that the of (27) is maximized, but this will not give simple solutions due to the integrations in (27) . So here we take a different approach by viewing as free parameters and find , , together with , to maximize of (28) . Conceptually, the traditional approach is to find and to maximize the integration of the function over , whereas our approach is to find and to maximize the maximum of over . Given and considering the more general case that the parameters are slow time-varying, we give more weights to more recent data and define the likelihood function:
where is a weighting factor. The weighting scheme in (29) makes the likelihood function more sensitive to recent data when the parameters change. Taking the partial derivative of the likelihood function (29) with respect to the parameter vector and setting it to zero: we get where denotes the maximum likelihood estimate of the parameter vector a. From (31) and using the orthogonal and non-vanishing assumption for , we obtain or . To get a recursive formula to compute the of (33), define and rewrite (33) as Dividing both sides of (35) by and noticing (33), we have or (37) and (34) are (22) and (23), respectively. We now proceed to find the maximum likelihood estimate of . Taking the partial derivative of the likelihood function (29) with respect to and setting it to zero: we get the estimate of , denoted by , as Defining and reorganizing (39) we get the following recursive formula for computing : which is (25) , and (40) is (26) .
Finally, we find the maximum likelihood estimate of . Rewriting the likelihood function (29) as we see that finding to maximize is equivalent to maximizing Taking the partial derivative of with respect to and setting it to zero:
we get
Since when estimating (at time t) the best available estimates of and are and , respectively, we substitute the and in (45) by and , respectively, and solve (45) to get which is (24).
Before we apply the 2 nd -order Gaussian-Chain filter to the real stock data in Section 5, we now perform simulation to get a basic feeling of the performance of the GC filter. We consider a simple tracking problem (estimating a time-varying parameter) with heavy-tailed noise and compare the 2 nd -order GC filter with the standard least-squares algorithm. The purpose of this simulation is to show that the least-squares algorithm is very sensitive to heavy-tailed noise, whereas the GC filter, which takes the heavy-tail explicitly into consideration, does much better. Specifically, consider the special case of (21) Fig. 3 shows the simulation results, where the top sub-figure is , the middle sub-figure is the true (green) and its estimate using the standard recursive least-squares algorithm with exponential forgetting (page 53 of [3] ), and the bottom sub-figure plots the true (green) and its estimate using the 2 nd -order GC filter. We see from Fig. 3 that the least-squares algorithm is very sensitive to the large disturbances that occur quite frequently under the heavy-tailed noise, whereas the GC filter is very robust and gives accurate estimate for the time-varying variable. 
V. DETECTING BIG BUYERS AND BIG SELLERS IN STOCK MARKET
Prices are determined by supply and demand. For stock market, the main supply and demand come from the institutional investors (pension funds, mutual funds, hedge funds, money managers, investment banks, etc.) who manage large sums of money and often buy or sell a stock in large quantity. So we make the following basic assumption:
The stock prices are mainly determined by the actions of the institutional investors; we call them big buyers and big sellers.
The main problem facing the big buyers and the big sellers is that the amount of stocks available for sell or to buy at any time instant is very limited, so the big buyers and the big sellers have no choice but to buy or sell the stock incrementally (little by little) over a period of time lasting for weeks or even months [16] . Statistically, these actions of the big buyers and the big sellers cause the signed returns of the stocks being a long memory process ---the autocorrelation function of the signed returns decays very slowly ---a well-known stylized fact in finance ( [6] , [7] ). Practically, these persistent buy or sell actions give the small investors a chance to detect the presence of the big buyers and the big sellers and follow them up ( [29] , [30] ).
To make such detection, let's analyze in what situations the big buyers are most likely to buy and in what situations the big sellers are most likely to sell. Consider the case that the price is rising (the current price is above a moving average of the past prices), if the big buyers were still buying in this situation, the price would increase even further, resulting in high cost for the big buyers (buy the stock with higher prices). Similarly, if the big sellers were still selling when the price is declining, the price would decline even further, causing great increase of the cost for the big sellers (sell the stock with lower prices). Consequently, we have the following assumption:
The big buyers (sellers) are buying (selling) if the price is decreasing (increasing); the larger the price decrease (increase), the stronger the buy (sell) actions from the big buyers (sellers); and the big buyers (sellers) take no action if the price is rising (declining).
Consider the price dynamical model (21) . Based on Assumption 1, we choose and , where ( ) is the exceed demand from the big buyers (sellers) and ( ) is the strength of the big buyers (sellers), and put the price influence from all other traders into the noise term . Define to be the log-ratio (relative change) of the price to its n-step moving average: so that means the price is rising and means the price is declining. Based on Assumption 2, we choose and This completes the specification of the price dynamical model (21) .
Before we apply the GC filters with the price model (21) (with excess demand functions chosen as (55) and (56)) to real stock data, we perform some simulations to get a feeling of the performance of the GC filters for this very nonlinear model. 's generated by the price dynamical model (21) with parameters and (3) for Fig. 4 (Fig. 5) . The signal-to-noise ratio is defined as:
where N is the total number of data points. The signal-to-noise ratios of the price series in Figs. 4 and 5 are 1.0052 and 0.95429 (roughly equal to 1), respectively, meaning that the price impact of the big sellers plus the big buyers is roughly equal to the summation of the price impacts of the rest of the traders; and we see from Figs. 4 and 5 that in such situations the GC filters could estimate the parameters with some delay. We now propose a trading strategy, called Ride-the-Mood (RideMood), based on the estimated strengths of the big buyers and the big sellers. Since positive (negative ) implies the presence of big buyer (big seller) and the absolute value of ( ) represents the strength of the big buyer (big seller), the variable:
can be viewed as the mood of the market: implies the big buyers are in the upper hand over the big sellers, whereas implies the opposite. The basic idea of the RideMood strategy is simply to buy when is changing from negative to positive and to sell when it is changing back from positive to negative. Fig. 6 gives the flow chart of the RideMood strategy, where we use the 5-day moving average of :
to make the decision because itself is very noisy (see the simulations in Figs. 4 and 5) and using the moving average can reduce false signals. We now test the RideMood strategy for five blue-chip Hong Kong stocks: HK0005 (HSBC Holdings plc), HK0939 (China Construction Bank Corporation), HK0941 (China Mobile), HK1398 (Industrial and Commercial Bank of China), and HK3988 (Bank of China Ltd). We will use the daily closing prices of these stocks over the two-year period from April 2, Table 2 (Table 3) gives the detailed buy/sell prices, dates and returns using the RideMood strategy with the two GC filters. The last rows in Tables 2 and 3 give the returns using the Buy-and-Hold strategy over the two-year period for the stocks (computed as ). From the last two rows in Tables 2 and 3 we can calculate that if we put these five stocks into a equally weighted portfolio, then over the two years 5-day moving average of mood(t)=a1(t)+a2(t) using 2nd-order GC filter 5-day moving average of mood(t)=a1(t)+a2(t) using 3rd-order GC filter 
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The Gaussian-Chain distribution proposed in this paper provides a new mathematical framework to study the hierarchical structures that are prevalent in social organizations. A key insight gained from the mathematical analysis (Lemma 2) is that the mean and variance, that are usually the only variables used in standard tools, do not change with the number of levels in the hierarchy, but the kurtosis increases exponentially with the number of hierarchical levels q according to . This sends the following message: the increase of hierarchy makes the "average" more average and the "extremists" more extreme (i.e. destroying the "middle class"), and, more importantly, if we look at only the low-order averages ---mean and variance, the two opposite moves cancel each other and we do not see any changes. This shows the importance of incorporating higher order statistics (and heavy-tailed distributions) into the models when we study social systems (such as stock markets).
The 2 nd and 3 rd -order GC filters proposed in this paper take the heavy-tailed distribution explicitly into consideration and show much better performance than the conventional least-squares algorithm when the noise is heavy-tail distributed. The RideMood strategy with these GC filters performed much better than the benchmark Buy-and-Hold strategy and the Index Fund: for the test on five blue-chip Hong Kong stocks over the two-year period from April 2, 2012 to March 31, 2014, the average returns of the RideMood with 2 nd -order GC filter, RideMood with 3 rd -order GC filter, the Buy-and-Hold, and the HSI are 15.16%, 14.16%, 5.56%, and 7.76%, respectively.
APPENDIX
Deviation of the 3 rd -order Gaussian-Chain Filter: Substituting into the joint density function of , we get which is the integration of the 2t-dimensional function over . Based on the same argument as in the derivation of the 2 nd -order GC filter, we define the likelihood function where is a weighting factor. Taking the partial derivative of the likelihood function (A3) with respect to the parameter vector and setting it to zero: we get which is the same as (31) in the derivation of the 2 nd -order Gaussian-Chain filter. Therefore following the same from (31) to (37), we obtain (47) and (48).
To find the maximum likelihood estimate of , take the partial derivative of the likelihood function (A3) with respect to and set it to zero: which is the same as (38) in the derivation of the 2 nd -order GC filter except the in (38) becomes in (A6). Therefore following the same from (38) to (41) we get (52) and (53).
Finally, we find the maximum likelihood estimate of and . Rewriting the likelihood function (A3) as we see that finding and to maximize is equivalent to maximizing Taking the partial derivatives of with respect to and and setting them to zero:
we get where we replace the and by their best available estimates and , respectively. (A12) gives which is (49), and substitute it into (A11) to get whose solution is with which are (50) and (51).
